
Japanese Maple Tree Selection Guide 
 
Description                    Light Needs                           Height      Spread                                                         

• Bailey Compact Amur     Shade to Part Sun                                        7-9’                 7-8’ 
This Bailey introduction is a finer branched, more compact form of Amur Maple with orange to 
scarlet fall color. It is great as a specimen, screen or hedge plant. 

• Bloodgood                       Shade to part sun                                       15-20’              15’ 
Attractive foliage with burgundy red coloring turns brilliant scarlet in fall. Red-black bark provides 
striking interest in winter. This slender, airy tree is well-suited for use as a small lawn tree or for 
patios and entryways. One of the hardiest of Japanese maples, with good sun tolerance. 
Deciduous. 

• Butterfly                           Shade to Part Sun                                      7-9’               5-6’       
Silvery white margined green leaves cover the densely held branches and become scarlet 
magenta in fall. New spring growth is pink tinged. A slow-growing shrub-like tree for containers, 
bonsai, and Asian or small gardens. Deciduous 

• Coral Bark                       Shade to Part Sun                                      15-25’             15-20’             
This beautiful small tree has brilliant red-coral bark on its young branches with color that intensifies 
in the winter. Deeply cut, pale green leaves display attractive red margins and turn a vibrant, 
golden yellow in fall. Thrives in bright dappled shade in warmer regions, or in full sun in cooler 
regions. Deciduous. 

• Crimson Queen               Shade to Part Sun                                       10’                  10’ 
A low-branching, dwarf tree with a delicate, weeping form. The foliage holds its beautiful crimson 
color throughout summer and can turn bright scarlet in autumn. Sun-tolerant in cooler regions, 
where sunlight intensifies the foliage color. Site in a bright dappled shade setting elsewhere. Well-
suited for use as a container specimen. Deciduous. 

• Emperor I                        Shade to Part Sun                                     15’                 15’  
A graceful form with black-red bark veiled in dark red foliage that turns a brilliant scarlet in fall. Leaves bud out 
later in spring, better withstanding damage from late frosts than less cold hardy varieties. Displays most intense 
color in full sun exposure. Ideal as a colorful specimen in smaller landscapes. Deciduous. 

• Hana Matoi                      Shade to Part Sun                                       3-4’               4-6’              
This lace-leaf maple has burgundy leaves that are randomly splashed with a remarkable and 
unique pink variegation! One of very few variegated lace-leafs. Colorful, slow-growing and elegant. 

• Hefners Red                    Shade to Part Sun                                       12-15’           10-15’                                                                                                         
Hefner's Red Select is a slow-growing Japanese Maple known for its emerging red foliage in 
spring. Summertime brings intense, deep purple-red foliage color.     

• Red Dragon   Shade to Part Sun        8-10’            10-12’ 
Scarlet new red foliage emerges on cascading branches forming an elegant mounding shape. 
Finely dissected palm shaped foliage matures to red purple and holds color through the season. 
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• Oshio Beni                       Shade to Part Sun                              15’                  18’ 
Graceful, arching deciduous tree displaying deeply-lobed, finely-serrated, brilliant red-orange leaves. Provides 
artistic lacy effect that contrasts well with green-leafed plants. Foliage turns garnet-red in fall. A classic small 
specimen or accent.                                  

• Ryusen Weeping             Shade to Part Sun                                          8’                  5-6’                          
This exceptional variety from Japan is unlike any other. With green palmate leaves that are generally 
characteristic of upright varieties, 'Ryusen' is a weeping form with rapid growth that shoots straight up and 
cascades down. Excellent for narrow spaces. Bright yellow and orange-red fall color adds to its beauty. 
Deciduous. 

• Seiryu                               Shade to Part Sun                                       10-15’             6-8’ 
Selected for its upright, vase-shaped form; displays finely dissected lacy green foliage. Excellent accent, 
wonderful focal point for the patio area. Fall foliage turns an interesting purple-brown then brilliant red. Improved 
selection makes an attractive garden or patio tree. 

• Shirazz                             Shade to Part Sun                                        15’                  15’ 
The dazzling leaves of this hot new introduction emerge with pink, then turn green with cream and 
pink variegation during summer, color is always dynamic and vibrant on this exciting upright 
specimen tree 

• Skeeters Broom               Shade to Part Sun                                         8-10’              4-6’ 
Discovered by Ed "Skeeter" Rod in Pennsylvania this is a witches broom with the usual twiggy 
growth but a very vigorous upright habit. The small leaves emerge bright red in spring before 
turning dark red in summer. Holds color in heavy shade & hot climate. Autumn shades are a bright 
scarlet and rather late compared to other maples. A narrow form is an excellent choice for small 
gardens. 

• Tamukeyama                 Shade to Part Sun                                          6-10’              10-12’ 
A graceful, mounding, dwarf tree with waxy, deep red bark and beautiful cascading branches. 
Deeply lobed foliage is a beautiful purple-red throughout the summer and turns bright red in the 
fall. An ideal accent for Asian-themed gardens. Well-suited for use as a container specimen. 
Deciduous      

• Ever Red    Shade to Part Sun         6-10’    10-12’ 
Vigorous growing tree reaching 10’ tall & wide. New foliage is almost gray, mature foliage is deep 
rich red and holds color until mid summer. Turning bright red in the Fall. Partial shade enhances 
the rich red color.                   

• Dragon Tears   Shade  to Part Sun        5-10’    6-8’ 
Unique weeping red leaf Japanese maple features crimson Red new growth that turns burgundy in 
summer & scarlet in the fall.   


